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Some scientist, idealist or government could be capable of putting the entire humanity to test by
means of nuclear weapons that, for the second time and after Hiroshima, would destroy the physical
and spiritual life of humanity.

All the tests that are carried out by means of weapons delay the spiritual walk of humanity and
generate a form of global hypnotism in the human consciousness, affirming that it is part of a great
progress in these times.

But the reality lies in the indelible effects that the use of nuclear weapons can generate, not only in
planetary life but also in all that is spiritual.

Your Celestial Mother, in Fatima, announced the urgent request of consecrating Russia to the
Immaculate Heart so that this nuclear reality would not awaken again, in the twenty-first century, as
in the previous century.

The consecration of Russia happened, but it had little repercussion in the interior of beings.

Therefore, once again, I come to ask that the other nations of the world consecrate themselves to
My Maternal Immaculate Heart, so that this consecration paralyzes all ideas of war that are being
carried forward and that, after all, will affect the most innocent.

If this consecration strengthens not only in the heart of the church, which is the first responsible for
the consecration of the nations to be established, but also if this consecration is lived in more hearts,
I promise to prevent an almost global catastrophe.

For this, all those who consecrate themselves to My Immaculate Heart help in the necessary
containment of these times so that serious errors are not carried forward nor do they expand
throughout the world.

If My Voice is heard and if the commitment of each child of Mine is renewed, I promise to protect
the most helpless.

Humanity must become aware of its deviation from God through nuclear weapons.

It is time to accept that, in love, God's Plan will triumph.

I thank you for responding to My call!

Who blesses you,

Your Mother Mary, Rose of Peace


